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Proposal for a 
EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT AND  COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
on textile names 
(presented by  the Commission) -2..-
EXPLANATORY  UEUQRANDUM 
1.  In  the  context  of  a  people's  Europe,  the  Commission  attaches 
great  importance  to  simplifying and  clarifying Community  law  so 
as  to  make  It  c I  earer  and  more  access i b I  e  to  the  ordinary 
citizen,  thus  giving  him  new  opportunities  and  the  chance  to 
make  use of  the  specific rights  it  gives  him. 
ThIs  aim  cannot  be  achieved  so  long  as  numerous  prov 1  s 10ns 
which  have  been  amended  several  times,  often  quite 
substantially,  remain  scattered;  so  that  they  must  be  sought 
partly  in  the  original  instrument  and  partly  in  later  amending 
ones.  Considerable  research  work,  comparing  many  different 
instruments,  is  thus  needed  to  identify  the  current  rules. 
For  this  reason  a  consolidation  of  rules  that  have  frequently 
been  amended  is  essential  if  Community  law  is  to  be  clear  and 
transparent. 
2.  By  its  decision  of  1  April  1987  the  Commission  instructed  its 
departments  to  produce  a  formal  consolidated  version  of 
legislative  instruments  no  later  than  after  their  tenth 
amendment,  but  made  it  clear  that  this  was  a  minimum 
requirement,  and  that  in  the  interests  of  clarity  and  of  the 
ready  comprehension  of  Community  law,  an  effort  should  be  made 
by  each  department  to  consolidate  the  instruments  for  which  it 
is  responsible at  more  frequent  intervals. 
3.  The  attached  proposal  of  the  COmmission  for  a  consolidation of 
Council  Directive  71/307/EEC  on  the  approximation  of  the  laws 
of  the Member  States relating  to textll  names  has  been  drafted 
in  accordance  with  the  fundamental  principles  agreed  by 
Council,  Parliament  and  the  Commission  in  1974;  it  aims  at 
legislative  consolidation:  the  existing  Directives  would  be 
replaced  by  one  new  one,  which  would  leave  their  substance 
untouched  but  would  assemble  them  into a  single text,  with  only 
the  formal  amendments  required  by  the  operation  itself.  This 
codified  text  will  serve  as  the  basis  for  future  legislative 
developments  in  this  field. 
4.  As  in  the  past  the  text  suppl led  here  is  collated  from. the 
original  Directives  as  published  in  the  Official  Journal;  the 
use  of  photocopies  means  that  any  improvements  to  the  wording 
are  immediately  identifiable.  The  old  numbering  of  the 
Articles  has  been  retained  in  the  margin  for  ease of  reference, 
the  new  numbering  being  entered  above  the  Articles:  Annex  VI 
contains  a  concordance  table  relating  the  old  system  of 
numbering  to  the  new.  In  order  to  preserve  the  dates  for 
transposal  of  all  the  Directives  concerned,  a  new  Annex 
(Annex  V,  part  B)  lists  the  deadline  for  implementation of  each  .  . 
of  the  Directives  now  being  repealed. -3-
COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE  71/307/EEC 
of  26  July  1971 
on  the  approximation  of  the  laws  of  the Uember  States 
relating  to textile names 
(OJ  No  L  185,  16.08.1971,  p.  16) 
modified  by  Directives 
75/36/EEC  (OJ  No  L  14,  20.01.1975,  p.  15) 
83/623/EEC  (OJ  No  L  353,  15.12.1983,  p.  8) 
87/140/EEC  (OJ  No  L  56,  26.02.1987,  p.  24) 
modified  by  Acts of  Accession 
of  Denmark,  Ireland  and  United  Kingdom 
(OJ  No  L  73,  27.03.1972,  p.  118) 
of  Greece  (OJ  No  L  291,  19.11.1979,  p.  109-110) 
of  Spain  and  Portugal  (OJ  No  L  302,  15.11.1985,  p.  219) • 
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Proposal  for  a  . 
EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT  AND  COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
on  textile names. 
THE  EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT  AND  THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  UNION 
1) 
Havang  regard  to  the  Treaty  e~ubloshang the  European 
Communi!y,  and  on  panocular  Anicle  IOOa 
thereof, 
Having regard 10 the proposal from  the Commtssion, 
H.avong  regard ol 1hc.oponoon of •he Economoc and Socr.al 
Commiuee'(1). 
Whereas  Counci I  Oi rect ive  71/307/EEC of  26  July  1971  on  the 
approximation  of  the  lows  of  the  t.lember  States  rolatin
9 
)  to 
textile  nanes(2), as  last amended  by  Direct.ive  871140/EEC  <3, 
has  been  amended  frequently  and  substantially; whereas  for  reasons 
of  clarity and  rationality the. said Directive should  be  consolidated; 
(1)  OJ  No  C 
d!>  OJ  No  L  185,  1A.8. 1971,  p.  16; 
(3)  OJ  i-b  L 56,  26.2.1987,  p.  24. 2)' 
3>· 
4) 
5) 
6) 
8)' 
9) 
-5"-
\\''hcrc:;~s, in most t.1cmbcr Sr:nes,. rc:xrile products are 
subject  ro  mandatory pro,·isons wirh  regard ro  their 
names, composition and labelling; 
Whereas  these  provisions  vary  from  one  Member 
Stare  ro  another  and  consequendy  hinder  rhe 
..-~t:tblishmcnr :ind proper functioning of rhe common 
marker.; 
Whereas these hindrances can be eliminated by la}·ing 
down  uniform  rules  for  placing rc:xrile  producrs on 
the  marker  at  Communit)'  level;  whereas  it  1s 
rherdore  necessary  ro  harmonise  rhc:  names  of 
tc)(rile fibres  and the particulars appearing on labels, 
markings  and  documents  which  accompany  textile 
. products  at  the  various  stages  of their  production, 
processing and distribution;  whereas ------
.  t~e term  'textile  fibre'  must  be  extended  to 
mclude srnps or lUbes  wirh an apparent  width of nor 
more  than  5  mm,  which  are  cur  out  from  sheers 
manufactured by extrusion of rhe polymers listed under 
items  19  to  38  and  41  of Annex I, and subsequently 
drawn out lengthwise; 
Whereas provision should also be made in  r~pecr of 
certain  products which  arc  nor made exclustvely  of 
textile  materials  bur  have  a  textile  content  which 
constitutes  :tn  essemial  part  of  the  product or  to 
which attention is specifically drawn by the producer, 
processor or trader;  whereas -------....,...-
--- in item  30 in Annex  II there is 
no  need  to  distinguish  between  the  different  types  of 
polyamide  or  nylon,  the  agreed  allowances  for  which 
should  therefore  be  brought  into  line ; 
Whereas the tolerance in respect of 'other fibres', which 
has already been laid down for pure products, must also 
be applied to mixtures; 
\V~cn:as, in order ro achie\·e rhe objcnivc: underlying 
narann::~l  prm·isions  in  rhis  iidJ,  bhclli!J:_:  ~houiJ he 
compulsory;  . 
Whereas,  in  cases  where  it is  technically  difficult  ro 
specify  the  composition  of a  product  at the  time  of 
manufacture,  any  fibres  known at that  rime  may  be 
stated  on the label  provided  that they  account  for  a 
certain percentage of the finished  product; 
Whereas it is expedient, in order: to avoid the differences 
of application that have arisen in this connection in the 
Community, to specify· the exact· methods of labelling 
certain  textile  products  composed  of  rwo  or  more 
components,  and  also  the  constituenrs  of  textile 
producrs  that  need  not  be  taken  inro  accoum  for 
purpOS(:S of labelling and analysis; 
1 . 
2 . 
3. 
+ 
2. 
71/307/EEC 
71/307/EEC 
71/307/EEC 
83/623/EEC 
(adapted) 
4.  71/307/EEC 
+ 
2.  87/140/EEC 
(adapted) 
3.  83/623/EEC 
5.  71 /307/EEC 
4.  83/623/EEC 
5.  83/623/EEC lQ) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
{1)  OJ  No  L 
Where;~~  IC:l(llk  produc1s  suh1ec•  onl1  1co  du 
rcquiremem of inclusu·c labelling, and 1lu"c \ultll>~  1  he 
mcne or in cu1  lengll•s• must be offered for \.lie "' "''" 
~ wa)' 1ha1  the consumer can fully  acquaim hun\cll "uh 
the  paniculars  aHn.:cd  10  the overall packag111r,  or  the 
roll;  whereas it  IS  for  1he  Member Slates  10  dcc1dc  on 
1he  measures 10  be adopted for this purpm.c:; 
\Vhc:rc.1s  t!•c  usc  ol  de~..:• ip1""'~  111  n.J,.~S  "l11ch 
cnjor  p:~r!icul.u prc:sosc:  :unon~ users .md  .-on;""'cr~ 
shouiJ be m:lJc subjccr 10 ct:rt:lin  condi1ion~; 
\X'hc:rc:~s  il ....  n<"C<SSU)'  1o  J,~,· 
down  rc:xtilc  s:amplmg .  :~nd  ln:tlrsing  methods  !II 
order ro exclude  any  possibili•r of objc:crions  to 1he · 
methods  used; 
Whereas Annex  [I  hich  sets 
out the agreed allowances to be  applied to the anhydrous 
mass of each fibre during the determination by analysis of 
the  fibre  content of ·textile products, gives,  in  items  1-2 
and 3, two different agreed allowances for calculating the 
composition ·of carded or combed fibres conu.ining wool 
:.~nd/or animal  hair;  whereas  laboratories  cannot  always 
tdl whether a  product is  carded or combed, and conse-
quc:ndy inconsistent results can be obta.inc:d  by applying 
this provision during chec~  on the conformity of textile 
products carried out in the Community ; whereas labora-
tories  should  therefore  be  authorized  to  apply  a  single 
agreed  allowance  in  doubtful  cases;  whereas 
------------- however,  the  provosional 
retc:niion  o(  the  national  methods currently  in  iorce 
docs not prc:•·cm rhe applic:~rion of uniform rules; 
Whereas  it  is  not  ad,·isablc  in  a  special direcli,·c:  on 
rexrilc:  producrs  to  harmonise:  all  rhe  provisions 
applicable: to such  prod~cts; 
Whereas,  Annexes  III and  1\/~  taking  into account  the 
exceptional nature of the items referred to therein  also 
cover other  products  exempt  from  labelling~  in 
particular 'disposable' products or products for  which 
only inclusive labelling is required; 
Whereas the provisions necessary for the determination 
and the adaptation to technical progress of the methods 
of  analysis  arc  implementing  measures  of  a  strictly 
technical  nature:;  whereas  it. is  therefore  necessary  10 
apply  to  those:  measures,  and .to  the  measures  for 
adapting Annexes I and II  to this Directive to technical 
progress,  the  committee: procedure already laid down 
in  An:iclc: 6  of  Eurcpea1 Parl  ianent ald Ca.nci l 
Directive  •••  1  •••  /EC  of ••• 199  ••• 
on  certain methods  for the  quantitative 
analysis of binary textile fibre mixtures  (1); 
•  D. 
() 
6. 
7. 
I. 
+ 
7_ 
8. 
IU!G;> J/1- f C 
71/307/EEC 
71/307/EEC 
(adapted) 
87/140/EEC 
(adapted) 
il/307/CEE 
71/307/EEC 
7.  83/623/EEC 
8. 
(adapted) 
83/623/EEC 
(adapted> -1--· 
Whereas  the  provisions  in  this  Dire~tive are  i~- accor-
dance with  the opinion of the Committee for  D1rec11ves· 
relatin8  co  TeXtile  Names and  Labellin8; 
18)  Whereas·thiaDirectivemust  not  affect  the  obligations 
of  the  Wember  Sto.tes.  concerning  the  deodl ines  for 
tronspoaol  of  the  Directives  set  out  in  Annex v. 
port· a. 
~VE  ADOPTED·THJS  DIRECTIVE: 
.4.  87/1 40/  EE.C 
.. • 
-~-
Article  1 
T exrile  products  may  be  marketed  within  the 
Community, either before or during  their  industrial 
processing or at any of the distribution stages, only 
where such  products comply  with  the provisions  of 
this Directive. 
Article  2 
1.  For  the  purposes  of  this  Directive,  'textile 
products'  means  any  raw,  semi-worked,  worked, 
semi-manufactured,  manufactured,  semi-made-up  or 
made-up products which are exclusively composed of 
textile  fibres,  regardless  of the  mixing or assembly 
process employed. 
2.  For  the  purposes  of  this  Directive,  "textile 
fibre" means: 
a unit of matter charaCterized by its flexibility, 
fineness and high ratio of length to maximum 
transverse dimension,  which  render it  suitable 
for textile applications, 
flexible  strips or tubes, of which the apparem 
width. does not exceed  5  mm, including strips 
cut from  wider strips or films, produced from 
the substances used for the manufacrure of the 
fibres  listed  under items  19  to 41  in  Annex  I 
and  suitable  for . textile  applications;  the 
apparent width is the width of the strip or tube 
when folded, flattened, compressed or twisted, 
or the .average  width  where  the  width  is  nor 
uniform.' 
3.  The following shall be treated in the same way 
as  textile . products  and  shall  be  subject  to  the 
provisions of this Directive: 
products  containing  at  least  80%  by  weight of 
textile fibres; 
furniture,  umbrella  and  sunshade  coverings 
containing  at  least  80%  by  weight  of  textile 
components; similarly, the texrile components of 
multi-layer floor  coverings,  of mattresses and of 
camping  goods,  and  warm  linings  of  footwear, 
gloves,  mittens  and  mitts,  provided  such  parts 
or linings  constitute at  least  80%  by  weight  of 
the complete article; 
textiles  incorporated  in  other  products  and 
formi.ng . an  integral  part  thereof,  where  their. 
composition is specified. 
71/307/EEC 
83/623/EEC 
(adapted) 
·71/307/EEC - ~-
Article 3 
1.  The names and descriptions of fibres  within the 
meaning of Article 2 are listed in Annex I. 
2.  Use  of  the  names  appearing  in  the  table  in 
Annex I  shall  be reserved  for  fibres whose nature is 
specified under the same irem of that table. 
3.  None of these names may be used for any other 
fibre,  whether on their own or as  a  root or as an 
adjective, in any language whatsoever. 
4.  The word 'silk' may nor be used to indicate the 
shape or particular presentation  in  continuous  yam 
of textile fibres. 
Article  4 
L  No  textile  product  may  be  described  as 
'100%  ',  'pure•  or  'all'  unless  it  is  exclusively 
composed of the same fibre;  no similar term may be 
used. 
2.  A  textile  product  may  contain  up  to 2%  by 
weight  of  other  fibres,  provided  this  quantity  is 
justified on technical grounds and is  not added as a 
matter of routine. This tolerance shaU be increased to 
5%  in  the  case  of  textile  products  which  have 
undergone a carding process. 
Article 5 
L  A wool product may be described as: 
• Iaine  v•cr~c - ou • binc de tontc •• 
• Schur-c>llc -. 
•  bna •-er;:inc  · ou • bna di tosa •. 
• schccrwol -. 
71/307/EEC 
- •  Frisklclippct  uld ·----------------..-4+75/36/EEC 
- - fteccc  wool - Ot"  - vir~in wool - Act  Accession 
•  napOho  ... v->.i  •  DA,  I RL ,  UK  ------........ --------------======J
1A•ct  Accession  GR 
-"lana vir-qen··~·:.=====================r  - "'li ··iq~cm·· 
only if it is composed exclusively of a fibre which has 
not  previously  been  incorporated  in  a  finished 
product,  which  has  not  been  subjected  to  any 
spinning and/or  felting  processes  other  than  those 
required  in  the  manufacture  of  that  product,  and 
which has not been damaged by treatment or use. 
2.  By  way of derogation  from  the  provisions  of 
ct Accession 
ES,  PO 
(adapted) 
paragraph 1,  the  expressions  referred to in paragraph  1 may  b  used  to 
describe wool contained in a fibre mixture when: I 
I 
f-
f 
.. 
L.,  ... ·"·"···'"". 
(a)  all  th~ wool  comain~d in  that  mixrun:  satisfies 
th~ r~quir~m~nts defined in paragraph 1; 
(b)  this wool accounts for nm less  than 25%  of the 
total weight of the mixture; 
(c)  in  the case of a scribbled mixture,  the  wool  is 
mixed  with  only  one  other fibre. 
In  th~  case  referred  w  in  this  paragraph,  the  full 
pcrccmage composition must be given. 
3.  The  tolerance  justified  on  technical  grounds 
connected with manufacture shall be limited to 0·3% 
of fibrous impurities in the case of products described  . 
by  one  of  the  expressions  referred to in  paragraph  1, in 
conformiry with paragraphs 1 and 2,  in~luding wool 
products which have undergone a carding process. 
Artide 6 
I.  A  textile  product  composed  of  two  or  more 
fibres, one of which accounts for at least 85% of the 
total weight, shall be designated: 
by  the  name of the  latter fibre  followed  by  its 
percentage by weight, 
by  the name of the latter fibre  followed  by  the 
words '85% minimum', or 
- by the full percentage composition of the product. 
i.  A  textile product composed of two or more 
fibres,  none  of . which  accounts  for  as  much  as 
85 %of  the total weight, shall be designated by the 
name and percentage by weight of at least the rwo 
main  fibres,  followed  by  the  names  of the  other 
constituent  fibres  in  descending order  of weight, 
with  or without an indication of their  percentage 
by  weighL However: 
(a) fibres  which  separately  account  for  less  than 
10 %  of the tmal weight of 2  product may be 
collectively  designated  by  the  term  .. other 
fibres",  followed  by  the  total  percenuge  by 
weight; 
(b) where the n:ime  of a  fibre  which accounts for 
less than 10 %  of the total weight of a product 
·is specified, the full  percentage composition of 
· that product shall be given. 
3.  Products having a pure cotton warp and a pure 
flax  weft,  in which  the percenrage of flax  accounts 
for  nc;>t  less  than  40%  of the  total  we.ight  of the 
unsized  fabric  may be given  the name 'cotton linen 
union'  which  must  be  · accompanied  by  the 
composition  specification  'pure  cotton  warp-pure 
flax weft'. 
71/307/EEC 
83/623/EEC 
71/307/EEC -11-
4.  In the case .of textile products •intended for the 
.end  consumer,  'in  the  percentage  compositions 
specified  in  .Paragra.pbs  l,  2, .3  .and  5: 
(a?  a quantity of extraneous fibrcs·of up to l  "'o .of ,·. 
the total  we~ght of •the •textile product .shall he · · 
tolerated,  :provided  ·ihat  this  quantity  IS 
justified .on ·technicaJ ·grounds and is not added 
·as .a  matter of .romiue; ·this  tcilcra.ncc  shall •be 
mcrcased to ·s  %  .in  the case of products which 
have undergone a .carding process and shall he 
without prejudice [0 the tolerance referred to in 
Article S (3); 
(h) a  manufacturing  •tolerance  of J  "'o  shall  be 
permined ·between rhc stated fibre percentages 
and the ·percentages obtained .from .analysis, in 
:relation [0 the total weight of .fibres shown on 
the label;  ·such -tolerance shall also he applied to 
fibres which, •in :accordance with paragrap'h 2, 
arc listed :in descending order of weight with .no 
indication of their  percentage.  T.his  tolerance 
shall also apply to Anidc 5  (1.') (b). 
On  analysis..  these  tolerances  shall  be  calculated 
sc;pararely;  .the  .total  weight  to  be  taken  into 
account  'in  calculating :the  tolerance  referred  to 
in <(b)  .shall  be .that  of the :fibres  of •the .finished 
.product 'less  the wcight of .:any  extraneous 'fibres 
found  when  applying  :the  tolerance  .referred  •tO 
in {a). 
The addition ofthc tolerances referred to in (a') and 
•(b) shall'bc :permined .only if any extraneous fibres 
found  by  analysis,  when .applying  the  tolerance 
·referred to in (a), prove to be of.thc same .chemical 
:ty,pe  as -one  or .more of the fibres .shown .on  the 
label. 
In  the .case  of particular products lor  which  the 
manufacturing ·process  requires .tolerances :higher 
.rhan •those  given  in  1(a) and ('b). higher .ro1eranccs 
may  be  authorized  .\\ihcn  the  conformtty .of  the 
product is checkedpursuanr to An  ide 13 ,(J) only 
in  excc;priona'l  -cases  and  ·where  :adequate 
justification  ·is  provided  .by  the  manufacturer. 
Member  ~tates  shall  ;immeiliatdy  ,inrorm  the 
Commiss·ion ·thereof. 
5.  The  ter-m  "mixed  fibres"  or  •the  rcr.m 
.. unspecifjcd textile composition~·  :may be  used  for 
any  :product  the  composition  .of  which  ·cannor 
easily :he :stated ·at .the time of manufacture. 
'83/•623/EEC • 
Article 7  · 
Without prejudice to the tolerances  laid  down  m.  83/623/EEC 
Article  4(2), Article 5{3)  and  Artie le 6(4), visible,  i salable 
fibres  which  are  purely  decorative  and· do  not 
exceed  7 %  of the weight of the finished  product 
need  not  be mentioned  in  the  fibre  compositions 
provided  for  in  Articles  4  and 6;  the ·same  shall 
apply  to  fibres  (e.g.  metallic  fibres)  which  are 
incorporated in order to obtain an antistatic effect 
and which do not exceed 2 %  of the weight of the 
finished  product.  In  the  case  of . the  products · 
referred to in Article 6 (3), such  percentages shall 
be calculated not on the weight of the fabric but on 
the  weight .of  the  warp  and  that  of  the . weft. 
separately.  · 
Artide 8 
1.  Textile products within the meaning of this 
Directive shall be labelled or marked  whenever 
they  are  put  on  the  market  for  production  or 
commercial  purposes;  this  labelling  or  marking 
may be replaced or supplemented by accompany-· 
ing  commercial  documents  when  the. products 
are  nor  being  offered  for  sale  to  the  end  con-
sumer, or when they are delivered in perlo.rmance 
of an order placed by the r·'lerrber  State or by  sane  other 
legal person governed by public law or, in· those  fo'ent>er 
States where this concept Is unknown, by an equi-
valent entity. 
2.  (a}  The names, descriptions and particulars as  to 
fibre content referred to in Articles 3 to 6 
.  and in Annex I shall be clearly indicated in 
th~ commercial documents.  This reqwrement 
shall,  in  particular,  preclude  die  use  of 
abbreviations  in  sales  contracts,  bills  and 
invoices;  however,  a  mechanised  p~ocessing 
code  may  be  used,  provided  that  code  is 
explained in the same document. 
{h)  The names, descriptions and particulars as  to 
textile fibre content referred to in Articles 3 
to 6  and in Annex I shall be indicated in 
clear,  legible and uniform print when textile 
products  are  offered for  sale or sold to  the 
end consumer, and in particular in catalogues 
and trade literature, on packagings, on labels 
and on markings. 
Paniculars and  information other than  those 
pro\'ided  for  by  this  Directive  shall  be  quite 
separate.  This  provision  shall  not  apply· to 
Act  Accession 
DA,  IRL,  UK 
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rradc marks or to the name of the undertaking 
which  may  be  gi\'cn  immediately  before  or 
after particulars provided for by this Directive. 
If, however, when a  textile product is  offered 
for  sale  or is  sold  to  the  end  consumer  as 
referred  to  in  the first subparagraph, a  trade 
mark or a name of an undenaking is indicated 
which contains, on its own or as an adjective 
or as a root, one of the names listed in Annex 
I  or a  name liable  ro be confused  therewith, 
the trade mark or the name of an undertaking 
must be immediately preceded 01: followed by 
the  names,  descriptions  and particulars as  to 
fibre content referred to in Articles 3  to 6 
or Annex  I,  in  easily  legible  and  prominent 
characters. 
(c}  Member States may require that, when textile 
products are offered for sale or are sold to the 
end consumer in their territory, their national 
languages should also be used for the labelling 
and marking required by this Article. 
In the case of bobbins,  ~:eels, skeins, balls or any 
other  small  quantity  of  sewing,  mending. and 
embroidery yams, the option provided  for  in  the 
first  sLi:lparag~:aph  may  be  exercised  by·  the 
Member  States  only  in  the  case  of  inclusive 
labelling  on  packaging  or  displays.  Without 
prejudice to the cases  referred  to in  point  18  of 
Annex IV, individual items may be labelled in  any 
one of the Community languages. 
(d}  Member States  may  not prohibit  the  use of 
descriptions  or particulars  other  than  those 
referred to in Articles 3, 4  and 5  which relate 
to  characteristics  of  products  where  such 
descriptions or particulars are consistent with 
their fair  trade practice. 
Artjc/e 9 
1.  Any  textile product composed of two or more 
components which have different fibre contents shall 
bear  a  label  stating  the  fibre  content  of  each 
component.  Such  labelling  shall  not be compulsory 
for  components  representing  less  than  30"/o  of the 
total weight of the product, excluding main linings. 
2.  Where  two  or more  textile  products  have  the 
same fibre content and nora1alty form  a  single unit, 
. they need bear  only one  labe  • 
c-, 
• 
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3.  Wuhou1  prejudice  10  the  provisions  of 
An1clc  12: 
(a) the fihrc composiuon of the followul!', corsetr)' 
;1r11de~  sh;d]  be  mdiCared  by  Slaring  rht: 
cumposnion of the whole product or that of rhc 
components  listed  below  either  mclusivcly  or 
separately: 
for brassieres: the outside and ins1de  fabric 
of the cups and back, 
for  corsets:  rhe  from.  rear  and  side 
suffenmg panels, 
for  corselets:  the outside and inside fabric 
of the cups,  the  front  and  rear  sriHening 
panels and the side panels. 
The fibre composition of corsetry anicles other 
than those:  listed in  the  first  subparagraph 
shall be indicated by stating the cOmposition of 
rhe  whole  product  or,  either  inclusively  or 
separately,  the  composition  of  the  various 
components of the anicles; such labelling shall 
nor  be  compulsory  for  components 
representing less then 10 %  of the total weight 
of the product. 
The separate labelling of the various  pans of 
the said corsetry articles shall be 
carried  out  in  such  a  way  that  .the  end 
consumer i:an easily understand to which pan 
of the  product  the  paniculars  on  the  label 
refer; 
(b) the  fibre  composition of etch-printed  textiles 
shall be given  for  the product as a  whole and 
may  be  indicated  by  stating,  separately,  the 
composi~~9~  __ Q(_the_base.fabric--and -rhar· of  ·rh~- ·· ---- -- ·· ---
·etched  pans.  These  components  -must  be 
mentioned by name; 
(c) the  fibre  composition  of embroidered  textiles 
shall be given  for the product as a  whole and 
may  be  indicated  by  stating,  separately,  the 
compositiop of the base:  fabric and that of the= 
embroidery  yam;  these:  components  must  be 
mentioned  by name;  if  the embroidered  pans 
amount to less than 10% of the surface area of 
the product, only the composition of the base 
fabric need be stated; 
(d) the fibre  composition of yarns consisting of a 
core and  a  cover made up of differem  fibres, 
and offered for  sale as  such  to the consumer, 
shall  be given  for the product as a  whole and 
may be indicated by stating the composition of 
the  core  and  the  cover  separately;  these 
components must be mentioned by name; 
83/623/EEC 1. 
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(<:)  tht·  fibre  compostiiOn  of  velvet  and  plu'h 
textiles,  or  of  textiles  resembling  velvet  or 
plush,  shall  be  given  .for  the  whole  product 
and,  where  the  product  comprises  a  diSttnCI 
backing  and  a  use-surface  .composed  of 
different  fibres,  may  be  stated  separately  for 
these  two pans, which  must  be  mentioned  by 
narne~ 
(f)  the composiuon of tloor co,·crmgs and carp~'' 
of which ·rhc  backing .and  .rh~ •use-surf.lcc  .He 
composed of ·dtHcr('nt  fibres  may ·be  ~tatcd for 
the  use-surf<~ce  .11one.  which  .must  be 
menuoncd lw name 
Artide 10 
By  way of derogation from the ·provisions of Anicles 
8 and 9: 
(a)  in the case of textile products listed in Annex III 
which  are  at  one  of  the  stages  referred  to  in 
Article 2  (1), Member States may not require any 
labelling  or  marking  bearing  the  name  or 
composition. However, the provisions of Articles 
8  and 9 shall·  apply where such producrs bear a 
label or marking giving the name or composition, 
or  a  .trade  mark  or  name  of  an  undertaking 
which incorporates, on its own or as an adjective 
or as  a  root, either one of the names  listed  in 
Annex  I  or  a  name  liable  to  be  confused 
therewith; 
(b)  where  textile products listed in Annex IV are of 
the  same  type  and  composition,  they  may  be 
offered for sale together under an inclusive label 
giving the composition particulars laid down by 
this Directive; 
icl  the composition of .texrile producrs sold by 
the  metre  need  be  shown  only  on  rhe 
length or roll offered for sale. 
Member States shall take all necessary steps to 
ensure  that  the  products  referred  to  in  (b) 
and (c) of  paragraph  1 are offered for 
sale in such a  way that the end consumer can 
fully  acquaint himself with the composition of 
these products. 
83/623/EEC 
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Article  11 
Member States  sha!J..<!~ake all  necessary  measures  to 
ensure  that  any  information  supplied  when  textile 
products  are  placed  on  the  market  cannot  be 
confu~ed with  the  names  and  particulars laid down 
by rhis Directive. 
For the purposes of applymg Article 8 ( l) and the 
mher  provisions of this  Directive  relating  to  the 
labelling of textile products, the fibre  percentages 
referred  to  in  An  ides  4,  5  and  6  shall . lx 
determined  without  taking  account  of the 
following_  items: 
l .  for all textile products: 
non-textile  pan~. selvedges, label5  and  badge~. 
edgings and trimmings nor  forming an integral 
pan  of  the  product.  bunons  and  buckles 
covered  with  textile  materials,  accessories, 
decorations, non-elastic ribbons, clastic threads 
and bands added at specific and limited poims 
of the product  and,  ~ubject to the co.nditions 
speci(ied  in  Anicle  7.  ,·isible,  isolable  fibres 
which  are  purdy  decorative  and  .amin.1t1C 
fibres; 
l.  (a) for  floor  coverings  and  carpets:  all 
componems other than the use-surface; · 
(b) for  upholm~ry fabrics:  binding and ofillmr, 
·warps  ·and wefts which do not form pan of 
the use-sudace;  ·  · · 
for  hangin~s  and  curtains:  binding  and 
fillin~ warps and wefts  which do not form 
pan ohhc ·nj!.hi  side of the fahrK; . 
(c)  for  other  textile  products:  base  or 
underlying  fabrics,  stiHenings  and 
reinforcemems,  inter-linings  and  canvas 
backings,  stitching  and  assembly  thre-ads 
unless rhey replace the warp and/or weft of 
the fabric,  fillings  nm having an insulatin!{ 
function  and,  subject  to the provisions of 
Article 9 ( 1  ),  linings. 
h11 .tlu·  1''"1"'~"~ of  tho~ prov"'""' 
the  base  or  underlying  matc~nal  of 
textile  products  which  serve  as  a 
backing  for  the  use-surface,  m 
particular  in  blankets  and  double 
fabrics,  and  the  backings  of  velvet  or 
plush fabrics and kindred products sh;~ll 
not  be  regarded  as  backmg~  to  bt" 
removed, 
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"sriffenings  and  reinforcements''  mean 
the .ya~ns or materials added at  spec1f1C 
and  limited  poinrs  of  the  texule 
products to strengthen them or ro g1ve 
them stiffness or thickness: 
J ·  farry  substances,  binders.  weighun~~.  Sllln~~ 
and .  drcumgs,  impregnarm~.  products. 
addu10nal  dyeing  and·  priming  products  and 
other  textile  processing  products.  In  rhc 
absence  of  Community  provisions,  Member 
States  shall'  rake  all  necessary  measures  10 
ensure .  tha~  these  items  arc  nor  presenr  m 
quannues l1able  ro mislead the consumer. 
Article lJ 
I.  Checks on whether the composition of textile 
products  is  in  conformary  with  the  informanon 
supplied in accordance with this Direcn\"e shall be 
carried out by the methods of analysis  referred to in 
the Directives referred co  in  paragraph Z. 
For  this  purpose,  the  fibre  percentages  '" 
Articles 4, 5 and 6  ~hall be determined b~ applying 
to  the  anhydrous  mass  of  each  f,brc:  the 
appropriate agreed allowance laid down Ill  Anne:~ 
II, after  having  removed the items  referred 10  111 
Anide ll  (1), (l) and (.l). 
l.  Sep;trate  directives will specify the methods  of 
sampling ;~nd analy~•~ w  be used in  Member SI.H<'' 
10  derermine  the  fibre  composu.on  of  prodm:t' 
covered by  this  Direcrin~. 
Article  14 
1.  No Member State may, for  reasons connected 
with names or composition specifications, prohibit or 
impede the placing on the market of textile products 
which satisfy the provisions of this Directive. 
2.'  The  provisions  of ·this. Directive  shall  not 
preclude the application of the provisions in  force in 
each  Member State  on  the  protection  of industrial 
and  commercial  property,  on  indications  of 
provenance,  marks of origin  and the  prevention  of 
unfair competition. 
83/623/EEC 
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Article  lS 
The  proviSions  of this  Direcrive  shall  not  apply  to 
textile producrs which: 
1.  are intended for export to third countries; 
2.  enter  Member  States,  l.l'lder  customs  control, 
for  transit purposes; 
3.  are  imported  from  third  countries  for  inward 
processing; 
4.  are  contracted  out to  persans  working  in. their 
·own homes, or to independent firms that make up 
work  from  materials  supplied  without  the 
property  therein  being  transferred  for 
consideration. 
Artide  16 
I.  The  additions  to  Annex  I and. the· addu1on\ 
and  amendments ·.ro· .  Annex  U  to  this  Direeti_ve . 
which are ·necessary for adapting these Annexes _to 
technieal  progress shall be adopted in  accordance 
wi(h  the  procedure  laid  down  in  Anide  6 -o( 
.'Directive  ~ • .1.  • •  I  EC. 
l.  The new methods of quanritil(ivc ·a~alysis for 
-binary  and  ternary  mixtures  9ther  than  those 
refer~d  t.~  _in. _Directive  · :_rf>···'·· EC  cnj 
C01.11c1 l  D1 rectwe 73/44/EEC  ·  shall also 
be  determined by that  proced.Jre • 
..  ..  3. ·  The  name  of the  Committee  referred  to __ in 
Ariicle  S of Directive ••• / •••  I  E\ ~h~ll become 
the "Co-mmittee  for ·Directives  relaung. to Textile 
Names and  Labelling'~. 
(1)  OJ  No  L  83,  30.3.1973,  p.  1. 
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i· Article  17 
Member States shall ensure that the texts of the 
main provisions of national law which .they  adopt in 
the {idd covered by this Directive are communicated 
to the Commission. 
Article  18 
The  Ulrectives  risted  in Annex  V,  part  A are 
---repealed,  without  prejudice  to  the 
obI igat ions  of  the·. Meniber  States  concerning 
the  ·dead I ines  for  transposal  set. out  in 
Annex  V,  part  B. 
References  to  the  repealed  Directives  shal I 
be  construed as  references  to  this Directive 
and  should  be  read  in  accordance  wi.th  the 
correlation table set  out  in  Annex  VI. 
Article  1 9 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
This  Directive shall enter into force  0"1  the twentieth day 
fol'lowing  that of its pt.bl icatiO'l in the Official Journal 
of the European  Coom.rlities.  · 
Done  at BrusselS, 
71/307/EEC 
For  the  European  Parliament  For  the  Counc i 1 
The  President  The  President -1o-
ANNEX 1 
TABLE  OF TEXTILE  FIBRES 
Nos I 
Namr:  I 
Fibre ducrtp1ion 
1  I  woolft)  fibre from sheep's or lambs fleeces  (Ovis aries) 
2  alpaca. llama, camel, kashmir,  hair  of  the  following  animals:  alpaca,  llama,  camel, 
mohair,  angora  vicuna,  yak,  kashmir goat,1angora  goat~ angora rabbit, vicuna  vak 
lbca:":cr, oncr.\  guanaco,t  followed  or r~by 
the name 'wool' or 'hai['  . 
guanaco 
tbeaver  otterl 
3  animal  or  horsehair,  with  or  hair of the various animals not mentioned under 1 or__2 
without  an  indication  of  the 
kind of animal (e.g. cattle hair, 
common  goat hair, horsehair) 
4  I  silk  I 
fibre obtained exclusively from silk-secreting insectS 
-
5  I  cotton  I 
fibre  obtained  fro in  the  bolls  of  the  cotton  plant 
(Gossypium) 
6  I  kapok  I 
fibre  obtained  from 
(Ceiba perrtarulra) 
the  inside  of  the  kapok  fruit 
7  I  flax  I 
fibre  obtained from  the bast of the flax plant (Unum 
g·  true hemp 
9  jute 
10  abaca 
(Manila  hemp) 
11  aU a 
12  coir 
(coconut) 
··I 
usitatissimum)  · 
fibre obtained from the·bast of hemp (Cnnnabis sntiua)  .  . 
fibre  obtained  from  the  bast  of  Corchorus 
olitorius. and  Corchorus  capsularis.  For  the 
purposes of this Direcrive, bast fibres obtained 
"from _rhe  followir~g  ~pecies  s~all be rreated  in 
rhe  same  way  as. jure:  Hibiscus  cannabinus; 
Hibiscus  sab4ariffa,  Ahuhilori  avicen~ae, 
Urena lobata, ·urcna .sinuata. 
fibre obtained  ·from the sheathing leaf of Miisa textilis 
fibre obtained from  the leaves of Stipa teuacissima 
fibre obtained from the fruit of Cocos nucifera 
(')  The name "wool" in item  1 of this Annex 
may also be used to indicate a  mixture of 
fibres  from  sheep's or lambs' fleeces  and 
the  hairs  listed  in  the  third  column  of 
item  2. 
-~·- This provision is  applicable to the texrile 
products listed  in  Articles 4  and 5 and to 
those  referred  to  in  Article  6,  provided 
that the latter are partly composed of the 
fibres listed in  irems  1 and 2. 
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N.1u~o:  Fibre dcscr1pr•on 
-·--------------~-----------------------------------
13  broom  fibre  obtained  from  the  bast  of  Cytisus  scop~rius 
and/or Spartium )unuum 
----- ----------------------+--------------------------------------
14  ramie 
15  sisal 
16  Sunn 
17  Henequen 
18.  Maguey 
---cl;-:9..--+-a-c-e-ta_t_e _________ ----- · ---
20  I  alginate 
21  cupro 
(cuprammonium rayon) 
22  modal 
23  protein·  (1) 
24  1. triacetate 
25  I  viscose 
26  acrylic  ~) 
·~  .. 
I 
fibre  obtained from  the bast of Boehmeria  nivea  and 
Boehmcria teruu:issima 
fibre obtained from  th<:  leaves of agaL·e  sisalana 
fibre from the bast of 
Crotalaria juncea 
fibre from the bast of 
Agave Fourcroydes 
fibre from the bast of 
Agave Cantala 
. cellulose  acetate  fibre  wherein  less  than  9~%  b:~t-· at 
least 74%  t  ~the hydroJq·l groups are acetylat«< 
fibr~ o!.>tai-;,ed  frcm metallic salts of alginic acid 
regenerated  cellulose  fibre  obtained  by  the  cupram-
monium process 
a  fibre of regenerated cellulose having a  high 
breaking  force  and  high  wet  modulus.  The 
breaking force (Be) in the conditioned state and 
the  force  (BM)  required  to  produce  an 
elongation of S %  in the wet state arc: 
Be  (CN)  ~ 1,3 .fF  +  2T 
BM  (CN)  ~ 0,5 .fF 
where T  is  the mean linear density in dccitcx 
fibre  obtained  from  natural  protein  substances 
regenerated  and  stabilised  through  the  acrion  of 
chemical agents 
I 
cdlulose  acetate  fibre  wbcn:in  at  least  92% 
hydroxyl groups are ao:tylarcd  · 
of  the 
I 
regenerated  cellulose  fibre  obtained  by  the 
p~cess for filament and discontinuous fibre 
viscose 
fibre  formed  of linear  macromolecules  comprising at 
least 85%  (by  aass) in  the  dtain of the acrylonitrilic 
pattern 
71/307  /EEC 
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27  I  chlorofibre 
28  I  fluorolihre 
29  mod acrylic 
30  I 
polyamide ._or  nylon 1 
'31 i  polyester 
\ 
32  I  polyethylene.  I 
33  polypropylene 
l 
34  polycarbamide 
35  polyurethane 
36.  vinylal 
37  trivinyl 
38  elastodiene 
39  dastane 
...  ..- ., 
,  "  .. 
" 
! 
2 2.-
r~brc dc...criruon 
fibre  formed of linear macromolecules havmg 
in  their  ch;lin  more  than  50 %  by  mass  of 
chlorina:ed  ,·inyl  <>r  chlorinated  vinylidene 
monomeric unils 
fibre  formed  of  linear  macromolecules  made  from 
fluorocarbon aliphatic monomers 
fibre  formed  of linear  macromolecules  having  in  rhe 
chain more than 50°k  and less  than 85%  (by  mass)  of 
the acrylonirrilic pattern 
fibre  formed  of linear  macromolecules  having 
chain the recurring amide functiona1 group 
in  t:he 
fibre  formed  of linear macromolecules  comprising  31 
least 85%  (by  mass)  in  the chain of  an ester of a  diol 
and terephthalic acid 
fibre  formed  of  on-substituted  aliphatic  saturated 
hydrocarbon lineae macromolecules 
fibre  formed  of  an  ali~hatic  saturated  hydro~rbon 
linear macromolecule w  ere one carbon  atom m  two 
carries a  methyl  side chain in an ,is6tactic disposition 
and without further substitution 
Fibre formed of linear macromolecules having 
m  the  chain  the  recurring  ureylene 
(NH-CO-NH) funCtional group. 
fibre  formed  of ·linear  macromolerules  composed  of 
chains  with  the  recurring  urethane  functional  group 
fibre formed of linear macromolecUles whose chain is 
constiruted by poly(vinyl alcohol) with differing levels 
of acetalisation · 
fibre  formed  of acdlonitrile terpolymer,  a  chloriiured 
vinyl  monomer :an  a  third vinyl  inonomer,  none of 
which  represents  as  much  as  SO%  of  the  total  mass 
~lastofibre  composed  of  natural  or  synthetic  j)oly-
aso~rene,  or  composed  of  one  or  more  dienes 
po ymerised  with  or  without  one  or  more  vinyl 
monomers,  and which,  when stretched  to  three  times 
its  original . length  and  released,  recovers  rapidly  and 
substantially to its initial length 
clastofibre composed  of at least 85%  (by  mass)  of a 
segmented polyurethane, and which, when stretched  to 
three times  its  original  length  and  released,  recovers 
rapidly and substantially to its initial length 
.. 
r  - "'  •·  .. 
' 
.,. 
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41 
Name 
I  glass fibre. 
name  corresponding  to  the 
: material  of  which.  the  fibres 
are composed,  ~g. metal (me-
tallic,  metallised),  asbestos, 
paper, followed or not by the 
·word 'yam' or 'fibre' 
-23"-
Fibre cks.cription 
li  fibre made of glass 
fibres  obtained  from  miscellaneous  or  new  m:uerials 
not listed above 
,,• 
:,.  :. -
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) Fibre No 
1-2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
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I  AGREED Al~ANCES  USED, TO CALCULATE THE MASS OF FIBRES  83/623/EEC 
CONTAINED IN A TEXTILE PRODUCT 
:wool and animal hair: 
combed fibres 
carded fibres 
Animal hair: 
combed fibres 
carded fibres 
Horsehair: 
combed fibres 
combed fibres 
Silk 
Cotton: 
normal fibres 
meccerised fibres 
Kapok 
Flax 
True hemp 
Jute 
Abaca 
Alfa 
Coir 
Broom 
Ramie (bleached fibre) 
Sisal 
Sunn 
Henequen 
Maguey 
Acetate 
Alginate 
Cupro 
Fibres  . I  Pc rccnugn 
18·25 
17·00  .!...:('!:!....) -t--=-8  7:...:/_1:_4:..:0.:_/.::E  =.E  C=.. 
18·25 
17·00(1}  87  /140/EEC 
.!.!L..--1-___:  _  _:_:_...::.::_=-
16·00 
15·00 
11·00 
8·50 
10·50 
10·90 
12·00 
12·00. 
17-0Q 
14·00 
14·00 
13·00 
14·00 
8·50 
14·00 
12 
14 
14 
19·00 
20·00 
13·00 
-]Act 
DA, 
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~:)  The·~;d  .aHowanc~  ·~(-17,00% shaH also.be appl~ed.  wh~re it is  im~ible  .to asceru.in whether the] 
textile  product contaanang  wool  and/or  ammal  hatr  IS  combed or carded.  .,,  . 
.  '  "'  '  .  ~!:'"~ •..  '  :.  •.  . 
87/140/EEC 
._,  . 
.  ·-: 
.•  ·····: .....  ·. 
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) 
Fibre No  Fibrn  Pc-rcenUR,C'i 
• 
22  Modal  u-oo 
23  Protein  17-()() 
24  Triacctate  7·00 
25  Viscose  uoo 
26  Acrylic  2·00 
27  Chlorofibre  2-()()  . 
28  Fluorofibre  o-oo 
29  Modacrylic  2·00 
30  Polyamide  or  nylon : 
1 
6.H  87/140/EEC 
discontinuous  fibre  5.75 
filamenr 
31  Polyester: 
discontinuous fibre  1·50  71/307/EEC 
filament  1.50  83/623/EEC 
32  Polyethylene  1·50 
33  Polypropylene  2-()() 
34  Polycarbamide  2·00 
35  Polyurethane: 
discontinuous' fibre  3·50 
filament  3·00 
36  Vinylal  '  .•  S·OO 
37  Trivinyl  3·00 
38  Elastodiene  1·00 
39  Elastane  1-50 
40  Glass  fibre :·  ] 
87/140/EEC 
With  an  average  diameter  of over  S  j.lm  2.00 
with  an  average  diameter  of  S  j.lm  or  less  J.oo· 
4i  Meral fibre  2·00  71/307/EEC 
Metalliscd. fibre  1·00 
Asbnr.,s  2·00 
Paper y;u:t  13·7.\ -- 2.C-
·::a··  ANNEX Ill 
PROOUcrS  WHICH  CANNOT  BE  MADE  SUBJECT  TO  MANDATORY  LAilELLING 
OR MARKING 
(Article  tO·  1itst paragraph.  point  (a)) 
1.  sleeve-supporting arm-bands 
2.  watch straps of textile materials 
3.  labels  and badges 
4.  stuffed pan-holders (>f textile materials 
5.  rea  cosy covers 
6. coffee cosy covers 
7.  sleeve protectors 
8.  muffs other chan in  pile fabric 
9.  artifici:Jl  flowers 
10.  pin cushions 
11.  paintc:rl  <:.Jnvas 
71/307/EEC 
12. textile pn><!t.:cts  foe  base and  undc:-rl)·mg  fabrics and· \tiHenings-. ___  _:__ ___  -+---83/623/  EEC 
13.  felts 
14.  old made up rexrilc products," where explicitly stared to be such 
15.  gaiters 
16. packagings. nr>t  new and sold as such 
1  7 • felt  hats 
'·''. 
1  B. containers which acc sofc and without foundation, saddlery, of texole materials 
19. travel goods of te:o:tile materials 
20-.. 'hand-embroidered  tapcsuies, 
finished or unhni~h.:-d.  :~.nd i:1:ttcrials  for 
1hcir  prc.ducti'?n•  io'd"<!ing  emhrcoirlcr~· 
yarns,  sold  separatdy  from  .the  canv.1s 
and  special!y  prc~em~d for  usc  m  ~.uch 
tapestries 
21 • slide fasteners 
2  2 • buttons and buckles ·covered with textile materials. 
23 • book c.overs of textile materials 
l83/623/EEC 
.71/307/EEC 
24.toys  '  l 
25.texrilepartsoff~otwear,exceptingwa~~linings  . .  ;:  ·  .. ·.:  '"'·  .,·  .  ~·:  ·  :  .. :  ·~(adapted) 
26. table mats having several componencs and a surface area of noi: more than, soo·cm2 --j', 
2 7. Oven gloves and cloths 
28.  Egg cosies 
2 9 •  Make-up cases 
3  0.  Tobacco pouches of textile fabric · 
31.  Spectacle~  cigarette  and  cigar,  lighter·  and 
comb cases of textile fabric 
32.  Protective  requisites  for  sports  with the  ex-
ception of gloves 
3  3 •  Toilet cases 
34.  Shoe-dc:aiting cases . 
-.< .. \. 
,,=-
..  ~ 
ct  Accession 
DA.  IRL,  UK 
.·'·· 21--
35  Funeral itenu: 
36  Disposable an  ides, wirh the exception of. 
wadding. 
For rhe purpo~s of this D•recri..-e,  textile· 
articles designed 10 be used once only or 
for a £imited  time,. and ~he normal use of 
which.  precludes  any·  reswring  for 
subsequem us~ for rhe  same or a similar 
purpo~.  are  to  be  regarded  as 
disposable. 
3 7  Textile anicles subjecr to rhc rules of the 
European  Pharmacopoeia  and  covered 
by  a  .reference  w  those  rules, 
non-disposable bandages for medical and 
onhopaedic  u~ and .orthopaedic textile 
anicles in general. 
38  Textile articles including cordage,  ropes 
and  string,  subject  to  item  11  of 
Annex IV, normally intended: 
(a}  for  use  as equipmenr  compon~nts in 
the  manufacture  and  processing  of 
goods; 
(b}  for  incorporation  in  machines, 
installations  (e.g.  for  heating,  air 
conditioning  or  lighting),  domestic 
and  other  appliances,  vehicles  and 
other  means  of  transport,  or  for 
their  operation,  maimenance  or 
equipment,  other  than  tarpaulin 
covers  and  textile  moror  vehicle 
accessories sold  separately  from  the 
vehicle. 
39  Textile articles for  protection and safety 
purposes such as safery belts, parachutes, 
lifejackets,  emergency  chutes,  fire-
fighting  devices,  bulletproof  waistcoats 
and  special.  prorecrive  garments  (e.g. 
protection  against  fire,  chemical 
substances or orher safety hazards). 
40  Air-supported  strucrures  (e.g.  sports 
halls,  exhibition  stands  or  storage 
facilities),  provided  that  paniculars  of 
the  performances  and  technical 
specifications  of  these  articles  are 
supplie_d. 
41  Sails. 
42  Animal clothing. 
43  Flags and banners. 
83/623/EEC 
. ..  ~  . -28-
ANNEX  IV 
PRODUCTS  FOR  WlilCH  ONLY  INCI.USIVf 
lABELLING  OR  MARKING  IS  OBLIGATORY 
(Anicl~ 10, fin• l""'',"l:uph. 1min1 (bl)  l 
71/307/EEC 
~----------·~·~·  ~--~------------------------------~·  83/623/EEC 
1.  floordoths 
. - ~ 
'\" .  ~-: 
2.  cleaning cloths 
3.  edgings and trimmings 
4.  passementerie 
5.  belts 
6.  braces 
7. suspenders and garters 
8.  shoe and boot laces 
9.  ribbons 
10.  elastic 
11.  new packagings sold as such 
12 •.  packing  ~tring  and  .'  . :·,_ 
agricultural  twine;  string, ccirdage  and  ropes 
other  than  those  falling  within  item  38  of 
Annex Ill (1 ) 
13.  table mats 
14.  handkerchiefs · 
15·  Bun nets and hair ~eis. 
16·  Ties and bow ties for children.· 
17· 
18· 
Bibs; washgloves and face flannels .. 
Sewing, mending and embroidery  yarns 
pres~nted  for  retail  sale  in  ~mall 
quantities with a net weight or 1 gram or 
less  · 
19·  Tape.  for  curtains  and  blinds  .. > and 
shuners. 
( 1 }  For the  products  falling  within this  item 
and  sold  in  cut  lengths,  the  mclusive 
labelling  shall  be  that  or  the  reel.  The 
cordage and ropes railing within this item 
include those used in  mountaineering and 
water sports. 
···.::  ·.· 
;.· 
. ··  ..  :~ 
. ...,.  ~-· 
J 
83/623/EEC 
<adapted) 
]  71/307/EEC 
83/623/EEC 
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ANNEX  V 
PART  A 
REPEALED  DIRECTIVES 
(referred to  in Artic•e  18) 
and  their succeslve  amendments: 
- Directive 75/36/EEC 
-Directive 83/623/EEC 
' .. 
- Direct~ve  87/14~/EEC. · 
...  · 
,~.  .. 
·  .. 
·':. 
.  ... 
. , 
) 
'·· (1 
Directive 
71/307/EEC 
75/36/EEC 
83/623/EEC 
87/140/EEC 
-·~ 
-30-
ANNEX  V 
PART  8 
TIME  LIMITS  FOR  TRANSPOSAL 
Dead I ines 
To  permit  trade  in  those 
products which  comply 
with  this Directive 
'·  . ' 
29  January  1973 
29  November  1985 
1  September  1988'. 
... 
.·  ·~··.: ;·· 
::_<:;.  ~-
·..:. 
;;  .. 
·-·- ·  . 
..  ,I 
..  ..  . 
'·  .. ::;,.  .  ~'! 
To  prohibit  trade  in  those 
products which  do  not 
comply  with  this Directive 
29  January  1975 
29  May  1987 
··  .. '· 
. ' -~  ~-
·:-· . .  -·. 
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CORRELATION  TABLE.  ) 
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